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Conducting Yourself
1. Act with honesty and integrity.  Your reputation is more quickly lost than gained and is more valuable than any 
individual case.
2. Appear for hearings, or call if you will be late.
3. Be courteous to court staff.  Don't take out your problems or frustrations on court staff.
4. Be reasonable.
5.  If you accept OPD appointments, obtain the docket upon acceptance to determine your obligations (upcoming 
hearings, outstanding motions, etc.)

Briefing
1. Proofread briefs.  Clarity, presentation, organization, and content matter.
2. Understatement is more powerful than overstatement.
3. Don't include rude, boorish, accusatory arguments.  Delete the words "outrageous," "improper," and "ridiculous" 
from briefs.
4. Remind the court of pending motions.
5. Notify the court of briefing or scheduling extensions.  If you need one, request it early.
6. File a Notice of Issue.
7. Remember a scheduling conference puts the case on a path to a just, speedy, and inexpensive determination.
8. When requesting oral argument, estimate the time required.  Live with your estimate.
9. Provide the Court with a reasonably accurate estimate of the length of trial.
10. Notify the court in advance of child witnesses.
11. Send courtesy copies of voluminous exhibits.
12. File clean jury instructions.
13. Proofread proposed orders, format correctly, and e-mail electronic copies.
14. When citing to documents in the court record, reference the docket entry.
15. Use trial briefs for evidentiary issues only.  Don't make motions or argue your case.
16. Use motions in limine sparingly.
17. Coordinate video and phone appearances well in advance of a hearing.

At Trial or Hearings
1. Mention important issues early, to avoid last minute shifts in, or corrections to the entire proceeding.
2. Introduce exhibits properly.
3. What your clients say (or don't say) at sentencing matters.
4. If you send someone else to a hearing, make sure they are prepared.
5. Be prepared for voir dire.
6. Don’t get thrown off balance by objections.
7. Expect questions from the bench, and don’t limit yourself to a prepared statement.
8. Provide transcripts for audio or video recordings.

General Practice Tips
1. Prejudice is persuasive. Tell the Court how an adverse ruling will impact your client.
2. Communicate. Communicate. Communicate.
3. Sometimes the facts overcome the best of lawyers.  Bleed in your shoes.
4.  Filing an overlength summary judgment brief is a red flag that factual disputes exist.



JUDGE PINSKI’S VOIR DIRE TEN COMMANDMENTS

Montana Law

“It  is improper to pose hypothetical  questions which have the effect of requiring a pledge or
commitment from the juror that he would decide a certain way upon particular instruction as that
would have the effect of prejudging the case. See 47 AM. JUR. 2D Jury Selection 203 (1969). The
trial judge, in exercising his discretion, should liberally allow questions on voir dire which seek
to determine bias and prejudice if any, of the jurors, but not questions which seek to obligate a
future course of action by the juror from hypothetical facts or law.” 
Hill v. Turley, 710 P.2d 50, 56 (1985).

Attorneys may NOT ask questions that:

I. Are intended or designed to predispose jurors to be in favor of or against a party, a witness or
some aspect of the case, or which are likely to have that effect;

II. Are merely arguments of the case;

III. Are hypothetical in nature;

IV. Ask the jurors to commit themselves to vote in a certain way or to take any position whatsoever
(other than a neutral one) before they hear the evidence;

V. Instruct the jurors as to the law of the case;

VI. Seek explanations from the jurors as to their understanding of the law, legal concepts, the nature
of the legal system, or the scope of their duties;

VII. Merely repeat  questions already asked by opposing counsel  and to which clear and complete
answers have been given;

VIII. Ask jurors to speculate as to what their reactions might be to hearing or seeing certain evidence;

IX. Invite jurors to identify with a party (or lawyer or witness) in the case;



X. Ask jurors how certain evidence is likely to influence their verdict.

If you have questions concerning the appropriateness of potential voir dire inquiries, please ask
Judge Pinski at the final pretrial conference.  

Examples of Potentially Improper Questions
What is evidence tampering?  Can you give me examples?
If  a  juror  wanted  more  evidence  on  X  than  we  presented,  how  would  you  handle  it  in
deliberations?
How important would X evidence be in your consideration of the case?
What evidence would you like to see us present?
Why do you think attorneys make objections? 


